This paper translocates situationist concepts of psychogeography and derive into digital "neogeography," recounting insights occasioned by three digital psychogeographical experiments: an urban walk using the smartphone application Dérive: Urban Exploration App, a "hyperlink" walk, and a walk through Google Street View using Dérive. As psychogeographical dreams of "endless drifting" have been simulatedby digital media, those media now occasion a reassessment of psychogeographical assumptions about map and territory. Just as Guy Debord and the situationists radicalized concepts of space and place by questioning the division between art and life, so now must cyberpscyhogeographers question the division between physical meatspaces and virtual cyberspaces. Digital media reveal the arbitrariness of urban "physicality" as a mode of data representation, as augmented-reality smart-phone GPS maps merge map and territory, gesturing toward an "n-topia" of instantly mapped desires: a teleportativedatabase logic of
Introduction
In 1955, French artist and theorist Guy Debord, in a manifesto for a leftist group of largely European artists and activists two 1) Mark Haddon, 2004 Localities, Vol. 4 years later to become The Situationist International (SI), devised psychogeography as "the study of the precise laws and specific effects of the geographical environment...on the emotions and behavior of individuals". 3 The situationists were concerned with the psychogeographies of urban environments, their best-known approach to which being the dérive, or "drift": an undirected walk wherein "one or more persons...drop...all...usual motives for movement and action, and let themselves be drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there". 4 The purpose of a dérive is as much to derive, and thereby document, the psychogeographical contours of an urban space as to, by transgressing those contours, uncover alternatives. One method such documentation took was in the form of artistic maps, such Either kind of map exemplifies the détournement: a "diverting"
or "rerouting" of "pre-existing aesthetic elements". In the protosituationist Lettrist manifesto "Formulary for a New Urbanism" (1953) , Ivan Chtcheglov imagines a utopian city the ultimate outcome of such psychogeographical interventions: "The districts of this city could correspond to the whole spectrum of diverse feelings that one encounters by chance in everyday life.... The main activity of the inhabitants will be continuous drifting. The following three middle sections describe these three walks:
The IRL ("In Real Life") Street View Walk, The Hyperlink/URL Walk, and The Google Street View Walk. Some theory and argumentation is also introduced, but is developed in full in this essay's fifth and final section. ... Fair enough. It didn't say "cross the street now." It did not specify an end-action. We could wait forever to cross. Yeah, see! This is the problem! It's not specific enough, and now that necessitates that we make assumptions, and choices.
I'm a little disappointed, man. 23
Needless to say, conversation tended toward the meta. But the final comment here encapsulates our naïve situationist preconception:
that the conceptualist software of dérive, here literalized as software on an iPhone, could displace our psyches from their geo-navigational biases. But in practice one needs to make interpretive choices.
Our biases were thus uncovered as much by how we navigated the instructions as by the divergent navigation of the geography to which those instructions literally directed us: the map/app was as important as the territory. Thus our bias was in taking physical urban reality too seriously, and virtual reality not seriously enough.
This would prove a preliminary indication of how psychogeography transforms in the context of digital media. Localities, Vol. 4 from an emergent dynamism of civil unrest (a dystopian critique developed in this essay's concluding section). In Walk 1, our mistake was to fall into de Certeau's dyad (in parallel to the situationists' Marxist dyad between image and material): we followed novel operations in order to tour a space in a new way, but what we did not expect (our biases towards a division between cyberspace and physical space apparently overriding our poststructuralist linguistic leanings) was for those operations themselves to interfere with that navigation process. This was because those operations too constituted a dynamic space in need of navigation, as opposed to a place that could be repeatedly relied upon to remain referentially static as we carried it along with us like a (non-digital) map. We expected from the instructions a map instead of another part of the territory to be navigated-a part therefore that like any territory changed as we made transit. Now, in Walk 2, my Certeauesque assumption that "cyberspace" constituted one place "proper", and "physical space" another place "proper", similarly led me to surprise as I moved across a dynamic space wheresite and website co-operated as equally leveled and active nodes in a network (in terms suggestive of Bruno Latour's actor-network theory). I'm proposing is we needn't restrict the Kuleshov Effect to its one medium: when we pan our eyes (however unfragmented the high frame-rate of our eyes makes such a pan seem-a framerate Google Glass could easily manipulate) up from the screen of the GPS app that's guiding us, or when we however redirect our attention from our mental space to our corporeal surround, we thereby sequence cyberspace and physical space into a juxtaposition more than the sum of its individual elements, forging a novel network of spaces within possible spaces. The Hyperlink Walk sparked the idea for a final walk in the right direction: I would take the Dérive app and mis-apply it to GSV. This was, strictly, a "misapplication" of both the app, which is supposed to be used in urban environments, and of derive the concept, since in situationist terms GSV constitutes a specular map, not a territory. Moreover, for this "walk" I would "run" the app-on a stationary computer. This détournement of dériveitself is how cybergeography reprograms situationist philosophical software.
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For GSV is a paradox: it was the first first-person photorealistic "map". The spatio-linguistic referential problems we experienced as a "disappointment" in Walk 1 would now, "walking" in GSV, become the focus. But that map maps only my body; it assumes a top-down perspective of abstract/representative (mind, looking at the map) over concrete/material (body, walking on the territory). It tells nothing of where thoughts have been, nor of how I've been suspending disbelief in GSV as if I were "really at" the locations that it simulates. But one is never apart from the other: a map is just a piece of architecture used to navigate other architecture.
Conclusions: Walking to/from n-Topia ...But this is not the Jorge Luis Borges fable of simulacrum overtaking reality. In the context of digital media, writes Lev
Manovich, "Borges's story about a map which was equal in size to the territory it represented 27 became re-written as the story about indexes and the data they index. But now the map has become larger than the territory. Sometimes, much larger", for on the Internet "the same data...give [s] rise to more indexes than the number of data elements themselves". 28 However, in truth the map has always been larger than the territory-precisely because the territory is always larger than the territory. Any given space's number of possible "mappings", i.e. "navigations", "surveys", maintained and re-constructed, or which could be destroyed over night. (In war-torn cities, analogous "concrete" structures no longer signify permanence as they do in "stable" and "safe" cities. And it is precisely the maintenance of a naturalized illusion of "permanence" that power requires in order to maintain order: e.g. the more capital that accumulates in the form of "concrete" and dynastically operated infrastructure, the more difficult it may be to divest that power structure.) Indeed, in their hybrid maps geographers can include as many or as few dimensions as their computing powers allow for, and increasingly one of the dimensions being included is "time as well as space" 37 (as though the two were ever, after Einstein, separable; as though traditional maps do not also index time, albeit at a slower pace as paper and contemporaneity errode). "Instead of encoding n-dimensional data in n 2D maps,"
one can "visualize time[-]dependent multivariate... information" 38 -all on one N-dimensional map (as opposed to, say, the multiple differently parametered maps one could flip through in a traditional atlas book). In this model, location itself, which we traditionally think when we think maps, becomes, as on any infographic, just one of many possible arbitrary mapping parameters-just as, in so-called concrete spaces (geo-infographs), a building's location relative to other buildings is only one dimension of its relation to 37) Donna J. Peuquet, 2012. Toward Integrated Space-Time Analysis Environments, in Virtual Geographic Environments, Hui Lin and Michael Batty (eds.) , Redlands, CA: Esri Press, Cf. Middel et al., 90, 90. Localities, Vol. 4 those buildings. The relative location does not make visually evident for us, for example, how many poems were written at each building -precisely because this is not the kind of information most societies value for building-objects to "objectively" display.
Of course, "maps" with temporal and other more "territorylike" dimensions already exist in virtual gaming environments such as Second Life-which, moreover, include the added dimensions of dynamic bodies: "populated space". 39 It is not difficult to imagine, therefore, time and population dimensions eventually being applied to photorealistic maps like GSV as well (in convergence with the ever increasing photorealism of computer-generated imagery itself). Indeed, "the predictions are for a 'Second Earth': a merger of sorts of Google Earth and Second Life"-a Para Verse. Google has released its own Dérive-like AR smartphone locative game called Ingress.) 40 Instead of wearing one set of clothes (albeit "one" nonetheless culturally significant, and which will appear/signify differently to different subjects) I could wear an AR suit whose XML coding would represent a different appearance to every one I encountered depending on their degree of correspondence to parameters x, y, and z(etc., onwards to n), and that could thus likewise be subject to the hacking attempts and, simply, misrepresentations, of the n other participants.
As this augmented-cartography meets augmented-reality, Ingold defines transport communities as teleological: they view transitions as simply means between end-points (places), whereas wayfaring communities are autotelic, valuing transitions as ends in themselves. Transport communities (e.g. capitalistic economies) are thus constantly trying to make more efficient the transition between places. The question is, what happens when this efficiency progresses to its logical extreme: the speed of light, as cybergeography permits? At that point, the transport culture must necessarily break down into more of a wayfaring, nomadic one: except that it's not quite that, either, because of the nonlinearity speed-of-light transport allows for, and because the very concepts of
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The question then must remain, especially as international media conglomerates put net neutrality under siege 42 and Google expands to drone-powered Google Sky Views 43 that can take anyone with Google Glass on a highly dopamine-rewarding solipsistic trip around the world, "From whose desires will our own derive?" In a world-across n worlds-where every where could present itself as presentable as any-other-where, one must beware to find ways to desire and derive otherwise, other-ways, beyond an imperial corporate technocratically imposed solipsism of "personalized" desire that threatens the publicspace. 44 As Roland Barthes writes, in projection of a society of writerly pleasure: "its members would "space" and "place" lose meaning when every (n) place and space is every other, compressed into one "point" (n). Hence, what we would have, rather, is a third kind of community, a teleport community. In this community, space and place are replaced by desire, as desire becomes the attractor of space, or in the words of one scholar, insofar as we "create place rather than find place" (Sher Doruff, "From Psychogeography to Cybertopology: Situating 'Place' in the Disoriented Dérive", 5). Of course, as emphasized at the end of this paper, we must question such mediaenabled desire's pretense to being without mediation (i.e. its semblance of immediateness). 42) Clearly a more important a variable than the qualitative designations or partitions on space and place to which humans commonsensically cling is relative accessibility: cyberspace and meatspace converge because this convergence is highly (1993) : the complete assembly-lining of every object down to the most atomized actions, gestures, and procedures needed to efficiently, reliably, and profitably produce it the same way again and again every time-regardless of its quality or a social need for it. 48 The digitization of our reality, the subjection of our reality to the light-speed contingencies of digital transformations, facilitates the acceleration and exaction of these processes of atomization and duplication to the nth degree and speed: you could have a Google Glass whose biometric apps will remind you when you're hungry and, based on your past eating/searching preferences (and on whichever advertiser monopolized the best keywords and adspaces), automatically be prompted to download a blueprint to your 3-D printer (blink once for yes, twice for nofor they will even make it twice as easy for you to blink yes), whence you will in effect be programmed to perform the assembly- the interface, and as globalized, digital, corporate, neoliberal capitalism's regime of teleportative efficiency prosthetisizes our limbs' functioning over to ever smallerlimbs and ever atomized limb-movements (the joints of our fingers, the blinks of our eyes, the "yes" or "no" of thoughtsflicking between Netflix flick "A" or "B" or "N"), we are already like lab rats clicking crack triggers, 
